COVID-19 Travel Information
Sea Cliff Gardens Bed & Breakfast is a fully licensed, permitted, and inspected lodging provider
and we are committed to the safety and health of our guests and employees. We are asking
arriving guests to monitor their own temperature and well-being before they plan to arrive and to
stay at home or visit a medical facility if not feeling well, have a temperature above 100.4, or are
exhibiting any of the known coronavirus symptoms. We continue to follow and update our
operations to support guidance from the Governor and local Department of health leaders related
to COVID-19 and welcome all healthy travelers to come enjoy our little slice of paradise and to
please take note of below items to support a “stay safe” environment:
•

•

•

•

•

Personal Protection. Please use the hand sanitizer at points of entry/exit. We ask guests to
maintain a minimum of 6 feet of separation between yourself and others not in your group while
in lobby, common areas or on the grounds, or utilize a mask when this is not possible. Inside
your suite you will find plenty of soap for hand washing. Common areas and surfaces
(doorknobs, light switches, etc.) are sanitized several times throughout the day.
Cancellations. Our standard cancellations procedures do not apply for last minute cancellations
for guests not feeling well or record a temperature higher than 100.4. Such guests will be given a
gift certificate for funds collected to rebook stays within one year with no cost or penalty.
Housekeeping Service. No daily housekeeping for stays of 3 nights or less will be provided – if
you require fresh towels or garbage removed from the room, please place these items inside the
receptacles outside of your room. Housekeeping staff will be servicing rooms between the hours
of 11:00AM – 3PM. Please avoid interacting with staff and communicate any needs to the
owners and if possible, plan your departure from the inn to explore our wonderful surroundings
by 11AM each day.
Breakfast Service. We continue to serve our multi-course breakfasts in a socially distanced
environment, offered at 8:00-9:15AM each morning. You may select a couple seating times
available as necessary to allow for personal space as needed. While restaurants are opening back
up, guests who prefer to order take out and dine in can use the two tables provided in the dining
room. Please avoid consuming or storing take-out food inside the suites. Used dishes and trash
can be left on the tables and the refrigerator in the lobby can store left over food.
Staff are required to stay home if they think they might have been exposed to someone with
coronavirus, show any symptoms, have a cough, or feel sick in any way until they go three days
with no symptoms. Staff and management are maintaining social distancing or wearing masks
while at work to protect guests and other staff.

Most restaurants in the area are open with limited dine in capacity as well as takeout and delivery
options. Please contact us for reservations as in facility capacity will be tight. National, State and
county parks are reopening, but please call us or review websites to get the latest trail and park
information if you have a specific hike or destination in mind.

Stay safe and respect your fellow travelers and our local community as we all work through this
period together. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation during these challenging
times. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact us at the inn.

